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Growing season just got longer
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Growing crops comes naturally in wheat country, in places like 
Rosalia. But crops grown indoors? Without soil? 

That is correct. And if you want to know how it works, just 
visit Rosalia’s elementary wing. 

In the school hallway lies a simple wood box. To the casual 
observer, it looks like a modest science experiment. Tiny heads 
of lettuce poke through on two levels. 

For teachers and students, the view is very different. They don’t 
just see romaine lettuce. They see another approach to agriculture.

Welcome to hydroponics, a rapidly emerging science that 
allows crops to grow in any location, in any season. Through a 
partnership with the Community Action Center, a Pullman-based 
non-profit, the district’s elementary students have embarked on a 
unique food-growing project in which leafy greens are cultivated 
entirely in water, fortified by essential nutrients.

Two months after the outdoor growing season was over, the 
first harvest of the Rosalia indoor season was added to the 
lunchtime salad bar. The distance from “farm” to kitchen – a 
few feet. The time to transport and prepare – a few minutes. 
Produce doesn’t get much fresher.

Joe Astorino, a garden and nutrition specialist with the 
Community Action Center, visits the school once a month, 

spending an entire day with students, answering questions about 
science and agriculture. Lessons are divided into three grade 
bands: K-1, 2-3 and 4-5. 

Between his visits, students (primarily 4th and 5th graders) are 
responsible for monitoring the garden, making sure water and 
nutrient levels are properly maintained.

Astorino and the Rosalia teaching staff have deemed the project 
a success on many levels. Hands-on nutrition education promotes 
healthy lives and self-sufficiency, while also planting seeds about 
future education and careers. 

With consumers focusing more and more on local production, 
which provides greater access to fresh, high-quality produce, 
hydroponics still holds much potential for expansion.

Yes, the simple box may contain just leafy greens. But don’t 
be fooled. The box isn’t just growing a future lunch. It’s also 
growing the dreams, creativity, health and success of today’s 
students, tomorrow’s leaders.

Duncan, an Ellensburg native and graduate of Washington 
State University, is the new agriculture instructor, succeeding 
Dee Peterschick, who retired. She brings a strong background 
in animal and plant sciences and deep ties to the FFA program 
from her time as a state officer between high school and 
college. Metal fabrication and small engine repair also will 
remain staples, she says. 

Mundell leads the art program, succeeding Sean Moss, who 
took a principal position in Quilcene, WA. Mundell grew up 
in Palouse before launching his teaching career in Western 
Washington. He also worked in agricultural research at WSU. 
He splits his teaching time between Rosalia and Tekoa, offering 
students a full art experience that includes graphic design, studio 
art, drawing and painting. 

Fifth-graders Kiyana Lowney and Maicy Bothman are among 
the district’s hydroponic gardeners. After a quick wash, the first 
harvest made its way to the lunch line. 

District welcomes two new teachers
The 2017-18 school year has brought a pair of new faces to the Rosalia teaching staff, Brianna Duncan and Sonny Mundell.

Left: Brianna Duncan; Right: Sonny Mundell



As I finish the first half of my fifth and final year as 
your superintendent, it is time to take stock of how far 
we have come together and what our focus will need to 
be as we face the future. 

First, let me say how much I have appreciated the 
support from the Malden, Thornton and Rosalia 
communities and outlying areas that make up the 
Rosalia School District. I will retire at the end of this 
school year and I could not have picked a better district 
to finish my educational journey. The Board is already 
working to identify my replacement.

We continue to appreciate the dollars provided by 
our Gifted Grannies Club, Lions Club and other 
local agencies that help sustain programs and provide 
support to our most needy students and families. We 
also appreciate the local levy dollars that fund the 
enrichment of our educational programs and provide 
unique educational opportunities for our students. 

Additionally, the capital levy dollars help us maintain 
the learning environment for our kids. This next summer the roof will be replaced over our ag 
shop building and we will improve our safety and security upgrade by replacing several doors 
and adding additional cameras to areas lacking visibility.

Education excellence remains a priority for the district. We continue to “front load” support 
for our youngest students with separate classrooms for each grade level. We also have a 
reading specialist who not only works with a good number of our younger students, but 
also watches over our Highly Capable program, making sure identified students receive 
enrichment opportunities. 

We have continued support to our middle school students by providing an additional period 
in math and language for students to strengthen their skills prior to high school. And for 
our high school students we have continued our online option allowing students to tailor 
curriculum for their specific needs and goals at the next level. We are committed to preparing 
our students for the future they choose. 

As you may be aware, the state Legislature has changed the way education is funded. This 
has caused a great deal of turbulence statewide and it is not exactly clear what the impact may 
be at this point. What we do know is that Rosalia is one of 25 school districts in northeastern 
Washington receiving less money than last year. 

The changes include a reduction in our local levy rate to a maximum of $1.50 per $1,000 of 
assessed valuation. This is $1.80 less than our previous levy of $3.30. This was done with a 
promise by the state that while our local levies would be restricted, they would offset that 
with an increased state property tax collection. At this point the books don’t balance. The 
state is aware of the inequality and it hopefully will be fixed in the 2018 legislative session.

On the next page, you will see a fact sheet on the local levy scheduled for February 13, 2018. 
The fact sheet provides an overview of how your local dollars are spent and highlights the 
disparity I talked about earlier. I will be meeting with community groups in January to go 
over the levy. If you have a question, just give me a call at the district office. 

In closing, I want to thank you again for your support and remind you that this is your school 
and I am committed to making sure every student gets a quality education.

Sincerely,

Larry Keller
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District calendar

February 16, 2018
No school (snow make-up day)

February 19, 2018
Presidents’ Day

March 12-22, 2018
MS candy sale

March 29-30, 2018
Early release (12 noon)

March 31, 2018
Whitman Co. Prom (Pullman)

April 2-6, 2018
Spring break

May 28, 2018
Memorial Day

Reflections from “your” superintendent: Year five!

Larry Keller
lkeller@rosaliaschools.org
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What is a replacement levy?
Levy dollars provide continued funding to support and enrich student learning. A replacement levy is a provision to 
support and enrich the instructional needs of the school district that are not adequately funded by the state. 

Facts about the capital levy
• The levy will replace the current M&O levy that expires at the end of 2018.
• The levy is designed to sustain the current quality programs offered by Rosalia. 
• Rosalia typically runs a replacement levy every two years, and is using the 2016/2018 levy for current programs. 
• Senior citizens (61 years or older) may pay no levy costs if they qualify by income. 

What does our levy support?
The Rosalia School District has a well-earned reputation 
for delivering quality educational services in a fiscally 
prudent manner. 

• Curriculum – texts and materials
• Preschool
• Co-curricular activities
• Performing and visual arts
• Nursing services
• Library 
• Cost of staffing 
• Professional development
• Vocational programs

Mail in ballots
Your ballot will be mailed out January 26, 2018.   
It must be postmarked by February 13, 2018.

How do property values affect this 
replacement levy?
The school receives the same amount of dollars if the 
valuation goes up or down. If property values change in 
2019 or 2020, the rate per thousand will be adjusted to 
collect only the original requested dollars. As valuations 
increase, cost per thousand will decrease. 

What is the actual dollar amount 
being requested?
Current 
2018 $595,000 $3.30 per $1,000 assessed value

Proposed
2019 $305,000 $1.50 per $1,000 assessed value
2020 $335,000 $1.50 per $1,000 assessed value

If you own a home worth $100,000, your yearly tax payment 
would be $150 in 2019 and 2020 for the school levy.

If you have questions please contact:
Superintendent
Larry Keller 
523-3061 ext 3118 
lkeller@rosalia.schools.org

Or your 
Board members
Heather Smith
Ray Anderson
Frank Lazcano, Sr.
Angie Bruce
Clay Gehring

Rosalia School District No. 320
Replacement Educational Programs and Operations Levy

February 13, 2018
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It started off as a weekend day of fun in the hills of North Idaho. Rosalia High School 
students Cassin Pittmann, Gavin Merrit and Danner Holling joined a larger group for a day of 
snowmobiling. The group included Cassin’s uncle, Justin Pittman, a substitute bus driver for the 
school district.

The day began as planned. Late in the afternoon, however, the fun was interrupted when the 
snowmobilers came across a sight they never expected to see eight miles from civilization. It was a 
stranded car. A family of four, and the pet dog, was huddled inside.

The family, on an apparent sightseeing tour, had ventured too far and too high in the back country 
near Kellogg. Their vehicle became high-centered in deep snow. None were dressed for harsh 
weather. They could neither hike out, nor call out, as the remote location was outside cell coverage. 

Fortunately for the family, enough gas remained to run the car heater, but for how long? It might 
be days before anyone even knew they were missing. 

Days, thankfully, did not elapse. Only 24 hours. The Rosalia students and their compatriots ferried the stranded sightseers, and dog, 
back to safety. 

Back at school, the Rosalia trio downplayed their actions, saying they had simply done what they were supposed to do. While they 
don’t consider themselves heroes, a certain family of four might beg to differ.

Rosalia students to the rescue 

To the rescue: Cassin Pittmann, 
Gavin Merrit and Danner Holling.

Good behavior in schools has been an expectation since time 
immemorial, but too often a hope, rather than a reality.

When many of today’s parents went to school, discipline typically 
followed a reactionary model – the student did something wrong 
and a consequence followed. But what constituted a rules violation? 
Rules could vary by classroom and reprimands could vary by 
teacher, leaving students to lament the lack of consistency. 

That was then, this is now. Years of research has concluded that 
traditional punishment-based discipline models have been a failure. 

Rather, good behavior has to be taught, modeled and universally 
implemented. Rosalia is among a growing number of districts that 
have abandoned the failed, piecemeal approach to discipline. 

In its place, they have adopted a research-based approach known 
as Positive Behavioral Supports and Prevention (PBIS).

The premise is that teaching good behavior is a more effective 
approach than waiting for misbehavior to occur. In short, PBIS 
encourages the positive to prevent the negative.

It operates from the assumption that students do not automatically 
know what is expected, what is acceptable and what isn’t. Positive 
behavior needs to be taught, reinforced and modeled. 

The first people educated are teachers – all of whom attend 
trainings on the philosophy and strategies of PBIS.  

From that training, consistent 
expectations and common 
language are established 
for all settings including 
classrooms, lunchroom, 
hallways and the playground. 

Third-grade teacher Molly 
Turner, the PBIS team leader, 
says the program has made a 
positive school-wide impact 
by employing a multi-faceted 
approach that includes visual 
reminders (posters), teacher reinforcement and, equally important, 
recognition and rewards for exemplary behavior. 

Rewards consist of weekly and monthly prizes known as 
PACK Tracks, honoring Positive, Acceptable, Cooperative and 
Kind behavior.

The program, now in its second year in grades K-5, will expand 
to middle school next year.

While the traditional definition of “pack mentality” does not 
necessarily describe honorable behavior, the Rosalia definition 
certainly does. Individuals are acting together, with planned 
direction, good will, self-control and an acute sense of propriety. 

‘Pack mentality’ takes on a new definition

Teacher Molly Turner’s third-grade 
pack turns words to action.


